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The Generalised Discrete Algebraic Riccati Equation
arising in LQ optimal control problems: Part II
Augusto Ferrante and Lorenzo Ntogramatzidis
Abstract— In this paper we develop an analytic approach
to the solution of a very general class of discrete finite-
horizon optimal control problems. This method hinges on a
new decomposition of the so-called extended symplectic pencil.
Interestingly, the results established in this paper hold under
assumptions that are weaker than the ones considered in the
literature so far.
I. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to present a method to solve
the most general class of finite-horizon linear-quadratic (LQ)
optimal control problems in the discrete time with positive
semi-definite cost index and affine constraints at the end-
points.
The approach taken in this paper is based on a parameter-
isation of the set of trajectories generated by the so-called
extended symplectic difference equation (ESDE). The idea of
solving finite-horizon LQ problems by exploiting expressions
of the trajectories generated by the Hamiltonian system in the
continuous time or the ESDE in the discrete time originated
in the papers [2], [14] and [5] for the continuous time, and
in [3] and [4] for the discrete time. In both situations, the
expressions parameterising the trajectories of the Hamilto-
nian system and the symplectic equation hinge on particu-
lar solutions of the associated continuous/discrete algebraic
Riccati equations and on the solution of the corresponding
closed-loop continuous/discrete Lyapunov equation. While
controllability of the given system was required in the first
papers [2] [3], because both the stabilising and antistabil-
ising solutions of the ARE were involved, in more recent
times it has been shown that generalisations of the same
technique are possible under the much milder assumption of
sign-controllability in the continuous case [5] and modulus
controllability in the discrete case, see [4]. The assump-
tions of sign/modulus-controllability (or stabilisability) were
needed in the above-mentioned papers because the solution
presented there was based on the existence of a solution of
the closed-loop Lyapunov equation. In the discrete case, the
other standing assumption was the regularity of the extended
symplectic pencil. The goal of this paper is to propose a new
approach aimed at overcoming these limitations. Indeed, in
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this paper a direct method is developed which generalises
the technique in [3] and [4] in two directions. First, we
do not require the symplectic pencil to be regular, nor to
have a spectrum devoid of eigenvalues on the unit circle. As
such, here regular and singular problems can be tackled in a
unified manner. Second, unlike the other contributions on this
topic, the method presented in this paper does not involve the
solvability of the closed-loop Lyapunov equation. Therefo,
even the modulus controllability assumption can be dropped.
The technique presented in this paper only requires a solution
of the so-called generalised discrete-time algebraic Riccati
equation, which may exist even when the symplectic pencil is
not regular (while in this case the standard discrete algebraic
Riccati equation cannot be solved). Such solution is used to
derive a decomposition of the extended symplectic pencil
that yields a natural parameterisation of the solutions of
the symplectic difference equation. A large number of LQ
problems dealt with in the literature by resorting to different
– often iterative – techniques can be tackled in a unified
framework and in finite, nonrecursive terms, by means of
the method developed in this paper.
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Consider the linear time-invariant discrete-time system
x(t +1) = Ax(t)+Bu(t), (1)
where, for allt ∈ N, x(t)∈Rn is the state,u(t)∈Rm is the
control input,A∈Rn×n and B∈Rn×m. Let T ∈N \ {0} be
he length of the time horizon. LetV0,VT ∈Rq×n andv∈Rq;
consider the two-point boundary-value affine constraint
V0x(0)+VT x(T ) = v. (2)
We can considerV , [V0 VT ] to be of full row rank with





= ΠT ≥ 0 be a square
(n+ m)-dimensional matrix withQ∈Rn×n, S∈Rn×m and
R∈Rm×m; note that we do not assume the non-singularity





= H T ≥ 0 with H1,H2,H3∈Rn×n and the
target statesh0,hT ∈Rn.
Problem 2.1: Find u(t), t∈{0, . . . ,T −1} and x(t),























under the constraints (1-2).
The formulation of Problem 2.1 is very general, since the
cost index in (3) involves the most general type of positive
semidefinite quadratic penalisation on the extreme states,
and (2) represents the most general affine constraint on
these states. As particular cases of Problem 2.1 we have the
standard case wherex(0) is assigned andx(T ) is weighted
in (3), the fixed end-point case, where the states at the
end-points are sharply assigned, and the point-to-point case,
where the extreme values of an outputy(t)=C x(t) are
constrained to be equal to two assigned vectors. Further
non-standard LQ problems that can be useful in practice are
particular cases of Problem 2.1, see e.g., [3], [4], [5].
Lemma 2.1: [4, Lemma 3] If u(t) andx(t) are optimal for
Problem 2.1, thenλ (t)∈Rn, t∈{0, . . . ,T} andη ∈Rq exist
such thatx(t), λ (t), u(t) andη satisfy the set of equations


















0= S⊤ x(t)+B⊤λ (t +1)+Ru(t), t∈{0, . . . ,T−1}. (8)
Conversely, if equations (4-8) admit solutionsx(t), u(t),
λ (t), η , thenx(t), u(t) minimiseJ(x,u) subject to (1-2).
The variablesλ (t) in (4-8) represent the Lagrange multipliers
associated with the constraint (1), [12], [10], whileη ∈Rq is
the Lagrange multiplier vector associated with (2).
III. T HE GENERALISEDRICCATI EQUATION AND THE
EXTENDED SYMPLECTIC PENCIL
Since in the present setting we are not assuming thatR is
positive definite, (8) cannot be solved inu(t). A convenient
form in which (4), (6) and (8) can be written, that does not
require inversion ofR, is the descriptor form
























The matrix pencilN − zM is known as theextended sym-
plectic pencil, [12], [10], herein denoted by ESP(Σ). We do
not make the assumption of regularity of this pencil.
We now show how a solution of a generalised discrete
algebraic Riccati equation can be used to obtain a decom-
position of ESP(Σ) that can be used to solve Problem 2.1.
In particular, we will exploit the solutions of the following
constrained matrix equation
X = ATXA−(ATXB+S)(R+BTXB)−1(B TXA+S T)+Q, (10)
ker(R+BT X B)⊆ ker(AT X B+ S), (11)
where the matrix inverse that appears in the standard dis-
crete algebraic Riccati equation (DARE) has been replaced
by the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. Eq. (10) is known
in the literature as thegeneralised discrete-time algebraic
Riccati equation GDARE(Σ), [15], [9]. GDARE(Σ) with the
additional constraint given by (11) is sometimes referred to
as constrained generalised discrete-time algebraic Riccati
equation CGDARE(Σ). Clearly (10) constitutes a generali-
sation of the classic DARE(Σ), in the sense that any solution
of DARE(Σ) is also a solution of GDARE(Σ) – and therefore
also of CGDARE(Σ) – but the converse is not true in general.
Since as aforementioned the Popov matrixΠ is assumed
to be symmetric and positive semidefinite, we can consider





[C D ], where
Q =C TC, S =C TD andR = DTD. We now introduce some
notation that will be used throughout the paper. First, to any
matrix X = X T ∈ Rn×n we associate the following matrices:
SX , A
TXB+S, RX , R+B





X , AX , A−BKX , CX ,C−DR†XS TX . (13)
The termR†X RX is the orthogonal projector that projects onto
imR†X = imRX so thatGX is the orthogonal projector that
projects onto kerRX . Hence, kerRX = imGX .
Let RX denote the reachable subspace associated
with the pair (A,BGX ), in symbols RX ,
im[BGX AX BGX A2X BGX . . . A
n−1
X BGX ].
The following results were proved in [6, Lemma 4.1,
Lemma 4.2, Theorem 4.2].
Lemma 3.1: Let X = X T be a solution of CGDARE(Σ).
Then,
(i) RX ⊆ kerCX ;
(ii) kerRX = ker(XB)∩kerR;
(iii) RX is the reachability subspace on the output-nulling
subspace kerX .
We also have the following results, see [6, Theorems 4.3-
4.4].
Lemma 3.2: The subspaces kerRX and RX , and the re-
striction AX |RX do not depend on the solutionX = X T of
CGDARE(Σ).
The following result adapts [8, Lemma 2.5] to the case
when the matrix pencilN − zM may be singular.
Lemma 3.3: Let X = X T be a solution of CGDARE(Σ).
Then,UX ,VX ∈ R2n+m exist such that
UX (N − zM)VX =


AX − zIn O B
O In − zATX O
O −zB T RX

 . (14)





A TX X In −K TX










If X is a solution of CGDARE(Σ), from the triangular
structure in (14) we have
det(N − zM) = det(AX − zIn) ·det(In − zATX) ·detRX . (15)
WhenRX is non-singular (i.e.X is a solution of DARE(Σ)),
the dynamics represented by this matrix pencil are decom-
posed into a part governed by the generalised eigenstructure
of AX − zIn, a part governed by the finite generalised eigen-
structure ofIn − zATX , and a part which corresponds to the
dynamics of the eigenvalues at infinity. WhenX is a solution
of DARE(Σ), the generalised eigenvalues1 of N −M z are
given by the eigenvalues ofAX , the reciprocal of the non-zero
eigenvalues ofAX , and a generalised eigenvalues at infinity
whose algebraic multiplicity is equal tom plus the algebraic
multiplicity of the eigenvalue ofAX at the origin, and we
have
σ(N − zM) = σ(AX − zIn)∪σ
([




When the matrixRX is singular, (15) still holds but
provides no information as in this case detRX = 0, while (16)
is no longer true. We show this fact with a simple example.
Theorem 3.1: Let CGDARE(Σ) admit a solutionX = X T.
Two matricesÛX andV̂X exist such that








AX ,11−z Ir B21 O AX ,12 O B11
O O Ir−zA TX ,11 O O O
O O −zB T21 O O O
O O O AX ,22−z In−r O B12
O O −zA TX ,12 O In−r −zA TX ,22 O








where the pair (AX ,11,B21) is reachable and RX ,0
is invertible. Moreover, the matrix pencilP1(z) ,[
AX ,22−z In−r O B12
O In−r−zA TX ,22 O
O −zB T12 RX ,0
]
in (17) is regular, and the
generalised eigenvalues of the pencilN − zM are the
generalised eigenvalues ofP1(z).
Proof: The statement can be proved by considering two
changes of coordinates: one iŝT , diag(In, In,T ), where
T = [T1 T2 ] is an orthogonal transformation in the input
space with imT1 = imRX and imT2 = imGX = kerRX , so that
T TRX T = diag{RX ,0,O}, whereRX ,0 is invertible. The sec-
ond is given byÛ = diag{U,U, Im1, Im2}, whereU = [U1 U2 ]
is such that imU1 is the reachable subspace associated with



















Thus, defining the matricesB1 , BT1 and B2 , BT2, the
statement follows by simply reordering the blocks via two
unimodular matrices.
From these considerations, it turns out that the eigenval-
ues of AX restricted toRX do not appear as generalised
eigenvalues of ESP(Σ), whereas the eigenvalues of the map
induced byAX in the quotient spaceRn/RX – along with
the reciprocals of those that are different from zero – are
generalised eigenvalues of ESP(Σ).
1Recall that a generalised eigenvalue of a matrix pencilN−zM is a value
of z ∈ C for which the rank of the matrix pencilN − zM is lower than its
normal rank.






2 0 0 0
−1 0 0 −3
0 0 0 0





















0 0 0 1








with Q =C T C = diag{0,0,0,1}, S =C T D = 0, R = DT D =
diag{0,1}. In this case, DARE(Σ) has no solutions. A
solution of CGDARE(Σ) is X± = diag{0,0,0, 1±
√
2
2 }. Let us
consider the positive semidefinite solutionX = X+. The gain
matrix is KX =
[
0 0 0 0










2 0 0 0
−1 0 0 3(
√
2−2)
0 0 0 0












, and is output-
nulling. A simple computation shows that[1 0 2 0]T is a
basis matrix for kerX∩B kerD. The reachability subspace on
kerX can be computed as the smallestAX -invariant subspace















In order to find the fixed internal eigenvalues of kerX we
choose a change of basisT = [T1 T2 T3 ] where imT1 =RX ,
im[T1 T2 ] = kerX and T3 is such thatT is invertible. For
















































2 0 0 0
−1 0 0 3(
√
2−2)
0 0 0 12(2−
√
2)









The eigenvalues 2 and 0 in the top left block are eigenvalues
of AX but are not generalised eigenvalues of the extended
symplectic pencil. The eigenvalue ofAX induced in the
quotient space kerX/RX is equal to zero, and it appears
as generalised eigenvalue of the extended symplectic pencil.
The eigenvalue ofAX induced in the quotient spaceR/kerX
is equal to 3−2
√
2, and it appears as generalised eigenvalue
of the extended symplectic pencil along with its reciprocal
3+2
√
2. In fact, these values are uncontrollable eigenvalues



























The reachability subspace of the pair(AX ,BGX) coincides
with RX . We perform the Kalman reachability canonical











































0 0 0 3(
√
2−2)





















Hence, zero and 3− 2
√
2 are both generalised eigenvalues
of the extended symplectic pencilN − zM, and therefore so
is 1/(3−2
√
2). The multiplicity of the eigenvalue at infinity














Notice that in (19), the eigenvalues{0,2} of AX restricted
to RX do not depend onX . 
IV. SOLUTION OF THE LQ PROBLEM
In the basis constructed in the previous section, (9) can be
written for t ∈ {0, . . . ,T −1} as
x1(t +1) = AX ,11x1(t)+B21u1(t)
+AX ,12x2(t)+B11u2(t), (20)
λ1(t) = A TX ,11λ1(t +1), (21)
0 = −BT21λ1(t +1), (22)
x2(t +1) = AX ,22x2(t)+B12u2(t), (23)
λ2(t) = A TX ,22λ2(t +1)+A
T
















= {0}, which means (21-22) yieldλ1(t) = 0
for all t ∈ {0, . . . ,T − 1}. This implies that (24-25) can be
simplified as






It is clear at this point that we can parameterise all the
trajectories generated by the difference equations (23), (6)
and (27) in terms ofx2(0) andλ2(T ). Indeed, (26) leads to
λ2(t) = (A TX ,22)
T−t λ2(T ) ∀t ∈ {0, . . . ,T}. (28)








T−t−1 λ2(T ). (29)















T− j−1 λ2(T ). (30)























j. Therefore,P satisfies the dis-
crete Lyapunov equation
P = AX ,22PA
T
X ,22−ATX ,22B12R−1X ,0B T12(A⊤X ,22)T +B12R−1X ,0BT12.
If AX ,22 has unmixed spectrum, this equation can be used to
determineP instead of computing the sum in (31). At this
point we can solve (20), which can be written as
x1(t +1) = AX ,11x1(t)+B21u1(t)+ ξ (t), (32)
whereξ (t) = AX ,12x2(t)+B11u2(t). Using (30) and (29) we
find
























Let R1 = [B21 | AX ,11B21 | A2X ,11B21 | · · · | AT−1X ,11B21] and
R2 = [I | AX ,11 | A2X ,11 | · · · | AT−1X ,11]. Then, we can write











. We assume thatT is greater than the
controllability index of the pair(AX ,11,B21). All the solutions










Consider the change of coordinates given by the matrix
U = [U1 U2], where imU1 is the reachable subspace of the





=U−1 x(t) be the coordinates of
the state in the basis induced byU , partitioned conformably
with U . The state, co-state and transversality equations can
be written again as in (4), (6) and (8), whereA, B, Q, S, V ,
















, U−1h0 andU−1hT , respectively.
We can now write (5) and (7) with respect to this basis. We
can eliminate the multiplierη from (7) by premultiplying




















In this way, (5) and (34) can be written together as a set of
2n linear equations inx(0), x(T ), λ (0) andλ (T ). However,
in (31) the componentx2(T ) is expressed as a linear
function of x2(0) and λ2(T ), and λ2(0) can be expressed
as a linear function inλ2(T ) by (28). Finally we know that
λ1(t) must be identically zero, so thatλ1(0) = λ1(T ) = 0.
Therefore, in this basis (5) and (7) can be expressed as a
single linear equation of the form














We have just proved the following result.
Theorem 4.1: Problem 2.1 admits solutions if





2(0) λ T2 (T ) ]T we get an optimal





and a class of optimal controls
parameterised by (29) and (33). The solutions obtained in
this way are all the solutions of Problem 2.1.
V. A N ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Consider a finite-horizon LQ problem in the time interval




















Let Q = C TC, S = C TD and R = DTD. The extended sym-
plectic pencil in this case is not regular. As such, DARE(Σ)
in this case does not admit solutions. On the other hand, in
this case GDARE(Σ) admits the solutionX = diag{0,1}, that
can be computed for example by resorting to the algorithm






the corresponding closed-loop matrix isAX = diag{1,0}.
Observe that the spectrum ofAX is not unmixed. For this











, then X is
also a solution of CGDARE(Σ).
Suppose the initial and final states are constrained to be











, we obtainT TRX T = diag{4,0}, so















. Therefore, the reachable subspace of the





, which means this system is already
in the desired basis. Thus,AX ,11 = 1, AX ,12 = AX ,22 = 0,
B11 = B12 = 2 and B21 = −2. In this case, (23), (26) and
(27) become
x2(t +1) = B12u2(t),









0 t ∈ {0, . . . ,T −1}




0 t ∈ {0, . . . ,T −2}
R−1X ,0B
T






x2(0) t = 0





12λ2(T ) = λ2(T ) t = T.
In this basis, (5) gives rise tox1(0) = x1(T ) and x2(0) =
x2(T ) = λ2(T ), which are linear inx1(T ) and λ2(T ), while
(34) can be written asx1(0)+x1(T ) = h1 andx2(0)+x2(T )+
λ2(0)−λ2(T ) = h2. Sinceλ2(0) = 0 andx2(T ) = λ2(T ), the
latter can be written asx2(0) = h2. Therefore, the boundary





1 0 −1 0
0 1 0 −1
1 0 1 0































This linear equation admits only the solutionx1(0)= x1(T )=
h1/2 andx2(0) = λ2(T ) = h2. Now we can compute the op-
timal control law. First,u2(t) is zero for allt ∈ {0, . . . ,T −2}
andu2(T −1) = R−1X ,0BT12λ2(T ) = h2/2. In order to compute
u1, we write (20) as
x1(t +1) = 1 · x1(t)−2u1(t)+ ξ (t). (36)
The term ξ (t) in this case is equal to zero for all
t ∈ {0, . . . ,T − 2} and ξ (T − 1) = B11R−10,X B T12λ2(T ) =
λ2(T ) = h2. We can write (33) explicitly as
x1(T ) = x1(0)+
[














































































1−T 0 . . . 0





1 1 . . . −1









where v is arbitrary and represents the degree of freedom
in the controlu1. At this point it is easy to check that the
trajectories generated with this control satisfy (20-25).If we
choose for examplev to be equal to the second canonical























































+ ξ (T −1).
Sinceξ (T −1) = h2, the latter yieldsx1(T ) = h1/2= x1(0).
This confirms that the optimality conditions are satisfied
using these controlsu1(t) and u2(t), which are therefore
optimal.
A. Existence of optimal solutions
In general, the existence of a state trajectoryx(t) satisfying
the constraints (1-2) for someu(t) is not ensured, since
we have not assumed reachability on (1). A necessary and
sufficient condition for the existence of optimal solutionsis
that there exist state and input trajectories satisfying (1-2)
(feasible solutions). In fact, since the optimal control problem
formulated in Section II involves a finite number of variables
– precisely,L = m · T for the control plusn for the initial
state – Problem 2.1 can be restated as a quadratic static
optimization problem in theseL + n variables with linear
constraints. Thus, a solution to Problem 2.1 exists if and
only if a feasible solution – i.e., a state and input functions
satisfying both (1) and (2) – exists.
Remark 5.1: The approach presented in this paper can
successfully tackle even more general LQ problems, where














+xT(T )H x(T )+2ζ T x(T ).
Although all the variational analysis remains unaffected,he
presence of the term 2ζ x(T ) deserves some considerations.
Indeed, this linear term may cause the divergence to−∞ of
the cost index in correspondence to a sequence of admissible
controls so that, even in the presence of feasible solutions,
the optimal control may fail to exist.2 In this case, the linear
equation representing the boundary conditions is infeasible.
Two simple a priori sufficient conditions for the existence
2Consider for example the case whereA, B and Q are the 2×2 identity
matrices, whileR, S and H are the zero matrices andζ = [1 1]⊤. For this
system, the LQ problem in one step (i.e.,T = 1) has no solution; in fact,
the controlu(0) =−x(0)−mζ yields a value of the cost which goes to−∞
as the parameterm goes to+∞.
of the optimal control and hence for the solvability of the
two-point boundary-value problem are the following:
1) kerH ⊆ kerζ⊤. Under this condition, the cost on the
final state (and hence the overall cost index) is bounded
from below. Indeed, such a cost may be rewritten as
a constant plus a positive semi-definite quadratic form
(x(T )− x̄)⊤H(x(T )− x̄) in the difference betweenx(T )
and a suitable “target state” ¯x. In this case the solution
of the problem indeed exists.
2) R > 0. In this case the current cost increases quadrati-
cally with the norm of the control input with the largest
norm and, in the best situation, decreases linearly with
the same norm. Thus the search for the optimal control
input can be restricted to a compact set inRm×T and
hence the optimal solution does exist.
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